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Mies van der Rohe once said “Architecture starts when you carefully put two bricks
together. There it begins.” Around 3000B.C., the ancient Egyptians started building
flat-topped houses made from sun-dried bricks. The first bricks were made of clay
mixed with straw, made by hand, and hardened through sun exposure. This signaled
the trend of building made by inhabitants for self-occupancy, using local material
available, with help from the community. Being handmade and with inadequate
tools and techniques, brickmaking required an intense amount of labor to build
dwellings and settlements.
Archeological evidence suggests that bricks were being developed in China around
the same period. This illustrates the universal necessity of bricks in ancient
civilizations while realizing that they did not have the right tools to optimize the
brick making industry. This involved sharing of knowledge, craft, and tools from
different parts of the neighboring worlds but at that time to develop a culture of
building. During the ancient civilizations, brick was the only building technology
that existed. It signified innovation and human ability to transform their ecosystems
and habitats.

Breaking the Mold:
A journey of the Brick

Around the world practitioners and researchers are working on new material systems
and technologies that center new ways to build. In this age of information, there are
countless design frameworks, tools, machines available to us. We are a part of the
fundamental shift in architecture that involves new modes of production and new
material systems that redefine our role as architects. We have a role in addressing
the context of each project, using architectural elements as tools for negotiation
and consensus to build stronger communities. “How can we use architecture to
contribute to peace, conflict resolution, instill dignity, and promote justice?”
The history of brick making is intimately associated with human civilization from
remote prehistoric periods. The most significant findings come from archaeological
evidence. The history of dwellings also suggests that hunter gatherers and nomads,
on discovery of agriculture and water systems, established settlements as small
communities which later became civilizations.
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Introduction

The invention of a kiln removed the dependency on weather conditions, and bricks
were now made in various shapes and sizes. Bricks became popular and widely
available for construction of private homes, sizable structures and public places.
Mass production and transportation of bricks allowed a very complex division of
labor into separate tasks and trades. In 1685, brick was the symbol of a growing
nation and industry throughout Europe. This knowledge and craft travelled across the
ocean with these craftsmen, who with innovation, capital and rapid modernization
defined one of the largest brick-making industries of the world in the United States.
This demonstrated how collective knowledge travelling from different parts of the
world came together as a community to define building practices that were to be
followed.
Paragraph 2 of the Lima Declaration, signed during the IX INCOSAI in 1977, reads:
“industrialization is a driver of development. Industry increases productivity, job
creation and generates income, thereby contributing to poverty eradication and
addressing other development goals, as well as providing opportunities for social
inclusion, including gender equality, empowering women, and girls, and creating
decent employment for the youth. As industry develops, it drives an increase of
value addition and enhances the application of science, technology, and innovation,
therefore encouraging greater investment in skills and education, and thus providing
the resources to meet broader, inclusive and sustainable development objectives.”
The rate of building dwellings increased exponentially following the widespread
use of the steam engine. Many different forms of iron could be mass produced
in factories, and iron beams soon became the standard support for an entire
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structure. The advent of steam and water powered sawmills also allowed wood to be
manufactured in a standard size and at a large scale. Cheap nails manufactured by
machines were also available, and the combination of these two materials provided
for a quick and cheap form of shelter in the form of balloon framing. The low
cost and ease of construction made balloon framing highly attractive, as people no
longer required the laborious effort of masonry and could build their own buildings
without a time-consuming learning curve. This was the answer to America’s problem
of mass immigration at that time.
What this history fails to acknowledge is the loss of craftsmanship in the process
of standardization and industrialization which led to a more homogeneous massindustrial quality way of living to serve the growing immigrant population. With the
lack of a demand in the market, the brick-making industry had to increase their prices
to sustain. The rising costs of manufacturing, production, and labor in the brickmaking industry drove a large part of the mass manufacturing to shut down. Brick
was no longer the focus of material technology innovation. Shelters were no longer
simple dwellings and had innovated to become high-rise buildings that were usually
constructed with either concrete or steel. A major innovation was the development
of the steel frame as a structural element that drove bricks to be used only by
a part of the society that could afford the high costs for the aesthetic. It was no
longer a material serving the community, it was serving elite individuals. The ability
of the brick manufacturers in other parts of the world to produce bricks became
very crude with techniques more suited to the second century and not the 21st
century. (Nichols, 2009) This can be connected to the lack of capital and innovation
in brickmaking industries in the contexts of leading technological innovation.

It brings me to the question Professor Howard Davis asks in his book “The culture
of building” from 1999: how do we as architects fit into the endeavor of building
endless cities? What is the culture of building? Why do we build the way that we do?
The active productive disintegration of the conventional boundaries in our industry
will allow for a more equitable building culture. I also wish to bring forward the
iterative nature of architectural theory and practice. We can with our communities
in redefining and cultivating the culture and ethics of building.
The solutions are drafted in interaction with the community, involving them in the
conversation. Empowering and working with the community, will develop a maker
value in the community and help build a network of creators and makers. It creates
opportunities for economic activity and skill training. Design of new frameworks,
machines and technology to promote new ways of creating a dialogue between local
materials, social customs, cultural heritage, and environment. Low-tech materials
like mud blocks, often overlooked, offer a low carbon footprint when produced
and used locally. A way to rethink communities and settlements, to solve urban
and social problems with a sustainable approach, I believe, is within our collective
awareness.

The use of concrete currently accounts for about 8 percent of the carbon dioxide
being emitted into the atmosphere. An alarmingly high number for a single material
industry in front of the 9% of the overall agriculture industry. Low-carbon options
for heavy industry like steel and cement are scarce and expensive today because of
the way capitalism has paved the way for technological innovation. Today’s trend
for Innovation in smart materials, additive manufacturing, and robotics have opened
out eyes in the various possibilities of material innovation. Yet brick manufacturing,
production and labor processes have not evolved since the industrial revolution. We
exist in a system where wealth, not culpability, shapes outcomes, and somehow, we
are comfortable with this truth. We believe these are problems that exist, but they
are not our problems. We, as architects and designers, have disconnected with our
communities and environments.
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Rekh-Mi-Reh
The drawings excavated and documented at the caves of Rekh-mi-Re in ancient
Thebes are some of the earliest depictions from of human means of production.
The topmost register from the excavations of the caves (beginning on pl.LVIII, row 1)
shows the making and carrying of bricks. The pond from which the water is drawn
is transformed into a decorative panel. (paintings, pl. XCI). The bricks are laid out in
rows like Mastabeh tombs in an Old Kingdom cemetery and their number increases
under the hands of two men, each of whom turns them out one by one from a
wooden frame into which he has slapped its fill of stiff mud. Nearby are heaps of
earth into which water Is being worked by men whose hands and feet are visibly
clotted with the dirt. These drawings act as archives on walls, passed on from one
generation to the next. The drawing informs the people about the way means of
production with the necessary tools and labor involved in the brickmaking process.
The drawing also served as a means of depicting social order and division of labor.
The descriptive text in the plate on translation reads: “Rekh-mi-Re inspecting all the
works of the establishment of [Amun] in [Karnak] and letting every man know his
routine, in virtue of his office of superintendent of works.”

Drawings on Production

Akbar Nama

Historically, architectural intent has been required to pass through a medium of
communication. Most architects engage with this communication through drawings.
This project critically examines architectural drawings as a form of representation.
It draws from historic examples of drawings such as Giovanni Battista Piranesi,
Auguste Choisy, and Étienne-Louis Boullèe to create a form of digital representation
to illustrate the architectural intent. The project also engages with drawings on
production where aspects of construction such as tooling mechanisms, and labor
are the subject of the drawing.

The Akbar Nama was an illustrative book written to provide a detailed description of
Akbar’s reign in the traditional sense of recording politically significant events. Its
form of representation was in a sense of giving a synchronic picture of all aspects of
Akbar’s empire – geographic, social, administrative, and cultural – without reference
to its chronology. People were illustrated to be performing different tasks in the
construction of Fatehpur. Control over resources enabled important women of
the Mughal household to commission buildings and gardens. The drawings also
illustrate the social inequity between the caste based on their clothing and tasks
being performed. Objectively examining the drawing, it illustrates the different
processes involved in brick production and consumption.

Drawing has been theorized by many historians and architects as the activity
that unifies architecture and art or as the activity that distinguishes one from the
other. The project gives attention to the historical and contemporary intersection
between artistic and architectural theory and practice while critically examining the
positioning of the drawings in the larger scope of our discipline. It responds to
the transition of drawings from tools of production to objects worthy of creating
dialogue and exhibition. The project pays attention to the ways the current market
for architectural drawings and realistic renderings have conditioned the thinking of
many around art and architecture.
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Boullèes projects are never intended toward a user nor a citizen. Although they are
mostly civic buildings, his drawings do not drive a social or political agenda. Boullèe
wants humanity to progress through the architectural imaginary and not social
subject rooted in reason. Though as works of fine art, his drawings enable viewers
to speculate a better world to exist while acknowledging its social and physical
constructs.
The composition of each of Boullee’s projects is a juxtaposition of two very different
scales: a macro scale of building volumes and a micro scale of bricks, stone, blocks,
trees, and people. The viewer perceives a sensation of monumental architecture by
registering its large visual volumes in relation to its smaller elements. When a brick
is represented in one of his drawings, its main purpose is to register a recognizable
scale within a larger composition. Boullèe never discusses building construction or
builders. He draws a decisive line between the architect and the builder. He also fails
to acknowledge the human body in translations of scales.

Digital bricks (Pixel Bricks)

Crafting of separate elements that build a larger narrative, the pixel has allowed me
to examine, understand and represent a journey of a brick through these narratives.
The crafting of images through pixels ranging from humans to man-made objects
and spaces can be associated with the labor involved in the making individual units
of bricks. There is a resemblance between the two representations which is not
intended to trivialize the physical labor, but rather to enact of crafting the unit
blocks one by one.

Pixel drawings share similar characteristics with brickwork, with the grid-like
abstraction of detailed geometric shapes. Much like a brick, a pixel is a unit of
construction when drawings are devised solely through a digital process.
A pixel is a unit of color that is approximated by the resolution of the image. We can
define a pixel as a small discrete element on a digital surface. It is a form of energy
being turned on or off based on the signal. When we examine an image, a pixel is a
unit of certain RGB values being fed to an XY point on a digital canvas.
A pixel can be divided or multiplied based on the amount of data it occupies. It is
transferable across scales and allows different resolutions to existing. Étienne-Louis
Boullèe writes in Essai sur I’art “As in nature, the art of giving an impression of
grandeur in architecture lies in the disposition of the volumes that form the whole
in such a way that there is a great deal of play among them,” He goes on to add, “The
arrangement should be such that we can absorb at a glance the multiplicity of the
separate elements that constitute the whole.”
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by mixing mud with water and knead by hand into a roughly rectangular shape. Each
brick would be set to dry under the sun which would harden the brick and allow it
to be laid in courses to make thick walls. The binding agent used at this time was
wet mud. Bricks, unlike mud, were easily transported from the source of the soil to
the construction site. Bricks were also stronger to support walls when dried in the
sun. It is unlikely that these discoveries were isolated cases around the world, the
idea of making hand bricks was more widespread. In hot countries, where timber
was scarce, bricks worked as an alternative to wood for construction of settlements.
Mud was also easier to work with than stone as people could mould it to size and it
was a lighter material to transport than stone or timber.
The moulded brick was developed in Mesopotamia about 5000BC; but the most
significant landmark was the invention of the fired brick about 3500BC. The fire
brick was the clay brick that would be burnt at about 950C-1150C which made
it hardened. This allowed for bricks to be waterproof and resilient. Subsequently,
there was a development of glazed bricks that made rich ornamentation on the
brick and also gave brick colors. These innovations in brick were also a resultant of
digging of a firepit and burning the brick to harden it faster. Humans at this point
understood the use of fire as a tool beyond it as an element to keep away from
other animals and to keep themselves warm. The brick was a symbol of strength
and made humans the first spieces that could control our own built environment.
The bricks discovered in excavations from Mesopotamia have seals of names or
inscriptions, some to distinguish different dwelling typologies. Others inscribing
text of authorship or ownership on the brick.

History of Brickmaking

The first mud brick that was invented somewhere in between 10000 and 8000 BC.
This knowledge is primarily from archeological findings and the dates involved
are highly speculative. It is currently believed that the first settlement dates from
between 10,000 and 8,000 B.C. during the neolithic period. Humans were part
nomadic before this period in history. The earliest settlements were made by hand
and dried in the sun. The oldest carbon dated brick discovered in excavations is
located in Jericho dating from Neolithic Pre-pottery B(7600-6600BC), on the banks
of river Jordan. A long, thin and consistent in size (400 x 150 x 100mm) block was
found by a team of archeologists led by Kathleen Kenyon. The brick (adobe) in the
Jericho excavation (1952) was with distinctive herringbone patterns of thumb marks
in the upper surfaces, made of clay from the soil mixed with fiber.
Prior to the excavations it was assumed that pottery was the first invention by
man when he first settled down to make permanent communities. These early
settlements (Neolithic Pre-pottery A 8300-7600BC) were made using primitive flint
tools and were made of mud brick. They varied in size but measured an average of
260 x 100 x 100mm. Shaped like loaves of bread, these bricks were primarily made
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The first scale of operation that we will examine today is 1 pixel = 1 kilometer. At
this scale, we can develop an understanding of the regional ecology that my thesis
engages.
The second scale of operation in the project is 1 pixel = 1 meter. This scale
investigates the kiln’s context and the social conditions on the work site.
The next scale of operation in the project is 1 pixel = 1 foot. At this scale, we
can reimagine the existing ecological systems. It focuses on the living and working
conditions of the workers at a worksite.
The next scale of operation in the project is 1 pixel = 1 inch. It is an attempt to push
the limits of the representational method by translating the image scale of the pixel
to the architectural scale of a brick.

Scales of Operation

This project also critically examines systems of units being used by the architect
and their relationship with the workers who implement construction drawings and
buildings. The scales of operation in this project aim to characterize the colonial
understanding of units in India to elaborate a relational ethic that has been deeply
rooted in the discipline of architecture as it is practiced there.
The legacy of colonialism in the region is preserved in its systems of measure. Highly
educated engineers and architects communicate their designs using the metric
system, whereas the uneducated physical laborers convey their intentions to the
construction industry through the imperial system of measure. Therefore, there is
an implicit hierarchy between architectural design and construction that preserves
classism by perpetuating the hegemony of imperial measure, while subjugating the
laborers to it.
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1 px = 1km

The technology of brick production
(molding of bricks and firing of bricks)
was known to India since Harappan and
Indus Valley civilizations. During the postHarappan period, stretching through the
Mughal era, the use of brick as a building
material came down significantly; Stone was
preferred as the material for construction.
The technology of burnt-brick production
was preserved and practiced in areas of
appropriate soil by a certain community
in Indian caste hierarchy and that was
put into service in villages as small-scale
industries. Today, the Indian brick sector
is one of the largest industries contributing
to about 13% of the global brick production
and consumes more than 24 M tons of
coal annually. The industry employees a
workforce of about 2 million people who
are forced to work for low wages and safety
standards.
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Mapping Kilns
Kilns have a large carbon emission that Brick kilns are a major contributor in air
pollution in North India. Production of bricks leads to emission of harmful gases
and particulate matter, including toxic elements such as carbon monoxides, oxides
of Sulphur (SOx), PM, Black Carbon, etc. Exposure to these emissions is extremely
hazardous to health and safety of the workers who engage with the production
of bricks. Kilns can be mapped using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) which
gives access to a wide range of data points.
The fixed chimney bull trench kilns in the region have a unique morphology that
can help identify them from satellite imagery. The use of Deep learning on ArcGIS
enables an algorithm optimized methodology to exhaustively identify similar
building typologies.
Ghazibad, Uttar Pradesh, India
This study is specific to a 3-mile region north of Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh, India.
The region has the river Hindon flowing in the middle as a result of which the soil
deposits have led to the better composition of clay and silt appropriate for brick
production. Ghaziabad’s climate is a local steppe climate. The monsoon arrives
in the district at the end of June or the first week of July and normally it rains
until October. This results in a cyclic seasonal employment allowing workers to
engage with brick production between January and June and means of Agriculture
production between July and December. The Monsoon climatic conditions makes
the soil appropriate for growing paddy, wheat and sugarcane.
The 3 mile radius north of Delhi is found to have more than 167 kilns nestled
in between the urban fabric. For reference, an average FCBTK brick kiln in Uttar
Pradesh can produce about 4 million bricks per year, consuming approximately

Map of Ghaziabad with the footprints of Fixed Chimney Bull Trench Kilns in the region.
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Screenshots of Kilns in the region
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Building Morphology Diagram
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1 px = 1mt

Fixed Chimney Bull Trench Kiln
The Fixed Chimney Bull Trench Kiln
(FCBTK) is a continuous, moving fire kiln
in which the fire is always burning and
moving forward in the direction of airflow
due to the draught provided by a chimney.
The bricks are being warmed, fired, and
cooled simultaneously in different parts of
the kiln.
The trend in brick production globally
today aims at an energy-efficient process.
A process with improved fuel systems that
reduce its consumption and emission. A
fixed chimney bull trench kiln appeared
to require over 1.4 MJ/kg. As compared to
the 1.0 MJ/kg in Zigzag Kilns and 1.2 MJ/
kg Hybrid Hoffman kiln making them more
energy-efficient brick kiln technologies.
These kiln technologies burn less fuel and
release fewer greenhouse gases per output
unit.
Transitioning from FCBTK to a Zig-Zag
kiln requires a modest investment along
with the provision of technical support,
provided policy and regulatory provisions
are already in place. Technical assistance to
the 4,000 brick kilns in the National Capital
Region can reduce 60,891.43 tons of PM
and 671,794.23 tons of coal consumption.

The reimagined ecology

In 2019, the UP govt. gave an order
enforcing the closure of all FCBTK kilns in
the Ghaziabad region until its conversion
to Zig-Zag kilns. This order puts the
kiln owners in a position to let go of the
workforce until the redevelopment of the
kilns.
The mandate by the govt. of UP does not
accommodate for the changes in the living
conditions of the workforce engaged in
brick manufacturing. It also does not
account for better wages, safety, and health
standards for the workers.
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Survey
I conducted a survey to better understand the social aspects of the workers at a kiln
site located in Ghaziabad. The results of the survey helped recognize the scale of
the problem in the region. Workers are recruited by a contractor who offers them
credit in exchange for work at the kiln sites. They are recruited as family units who
work 6 days a week and have a monthly income of about $140 for the entire family
as compared to a student in an internship who earns about the same per month.
A brickmaker in this region produces around 600 bricks in a day, allowing a family
unit of 2 to produce 1200 bricks a day in extreme climate of around 45C (130F). This
accounts for 2 million workers who are abused and bound by an unorganized brick
industry that needs attention.
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On gaining independence, it threw millions into unemployment. Agrarian reforms,
trade and industrial policies, and other fiscal policies created a condition where
the impoverished rural and urban people were available to work in agriculture and
brick production. Since the end of the 19th century, innovation has diminished the
seasonality of brick manufacturing.
The use of continuous brick production introduced by W. Bull were largely adopted.
As a result, the brickmaking became an ordinary year-round production process.
Based on the geographic and climatic conditions, some family units migrated during
the monsoons for agriculture and came back during the summer months for brick
production. Being indebted to the landowners and kiln owners, certain family units
settled in the regions around India in various regions.

Bonded by Brick

The arrival of the British imperialists changed the means of production due to largescale construction activities like railways, irrigation, garrisons, bungalows, etc.,
which required huge volumes of bricks. The British imperialists were not interested
in strengthening Indian manufacturing capabilities; without altering the molding
and firing technologies, the production of bricks scaled up, transforming brick-kiln
production from artisanal production to a rationalized industrial mass production.
This involved introduction of significant innovations in the sourcing of labor, in the
deployment of labor and in the organization of production, which were in effect
the origination of those elements that characterize the Indian brick-kiln sector like
sourcing of labor through contractors by paying advances, workers working against
debt in the kilns, piece-rate wages, contractors controlling work and payment of
wages, strict division of tasks and deployment of labor along caste lines in these
tasks, etc.; The industrial and trade policy of the imperial government decimated
India’s textile and craft-based industries, making the country a source of raw
material for British factories and a market for the finished goods.
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Seasonal Employment
Most workers in the brick industry engage with a secondary occupation of farming
when the climatic conditions do not favor the production of bricks. The soil in
the region is popular for the cultivation of rice, wheat, and sugarcane crops in the
region of study.
The sugar industry for example, as a whole supports 6 million farmers and
their families . Sugarcane is considered as the crop for the future because of its
contribution to production of sugar, jaggery, khandsari and many by products
like molasses, bagasse and press mud and also certain renewable sources of green
energy in the form of bioethanol and many bio-based products.
Sugarcane is a labor-intensive crop of long duration (12 months in the sub-tropical
region and 12-18 months in the tropical region), which requires 150-180 days per
hectare in sub-tropical. An analysis of the trends in labor absorption in sugarcane
cultivation reveals that the labor required per hectare of sugarcane crop is high
in the tropical states compared to the sub-tropical states. The sub-tropical region
constitutes the northern states of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Uttarakhand, Punjab,
Haryana comprises of 55% of total area under sugarcane and contributes 47% of
country’s sugarcane production.
Mechanization is considered to be a major labor-displacing technological change,
whereas innovations in irrigation/water-saving and in planting methods are regarded
as labor-augmenting changes. Technology-aided productivity improvements in the
form of sub-soilers, improved planting methods like trench planting, drip irrigation
and mechanized harvesting are thus required to ensure increasing share of the
output while allowing a less labor-intensive process.
Similarly, the wheat and rice production in the region draws nearly 10 million
migrant workers from across the country and have limited access to housing
and education in the form of vocation or schools for children. This results in a
multigenerational system of occupation which transfers the responsibilities and
debts to the younger generation in the same family units operating at the farms or
sites of brick production.

Collage of workers in a Rice paddy field
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1 px = 1foot

Revision
The revision in my thesis construction starts
with the creation of vocational studios
which are intended to empower the worker
on site along with a central marketplace. It
involves the redevelopment of the existing
kiln ecology to create a community of
makers. These studios are designed to
be multifunctional spaces that can act as
independently run artisan studios or can be
interconnected to create larger studios. To
allow the workers to engage in commerce
with the consumer directly, the kilns center
structure called the Miyan was redesigned
to be a double height marketplace for
the community. The central chimney is
designed to become an observatory tower
for the local community; it also acts as a
symbol of the changing economy.

The reimagined ecology
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The Brick’s eye view
The drawing is a 2-point perspective
collapsed onto a sectional elevation to allow
the brick to be in dialogue with its maker.
The brick’s eye view represents the weight
of the brick wall, informing the laborers
about how to engage with the construction
of the masonry in the drawing. The central
walkway in this drawing depicts the double
height marketplace with a central staircase
that leads to the observatory chimney on top.
In the section, we can see the relationship
between the studio units and the street that
connects it to the marketplace.
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1 px = 1inch

Pixel Jaali Bricks
A Jaali is a perforated brick that has cultural
and climatic significance in India. A Jaali is
a pattern that can be seen on the façade or
surfaces of walls in buildings. It evolves from
an Islamic style of architecture adapted by
the Indian subcontinent during the Mughal
era. A Jaali can be in the form of a screen
or can be made from the aggregation
of bricks with perforated geometry. To
further establish the changing ecology in
the region, the project experiments with
the limits of representation used to inform
the architecture.
A pixel grid of 12 by 12 was an established
constraint in the design of the jaali bricks.
The grid of 12 x 12 allows for many
possibilities of solids and voids that can
generatively inform the design of the
perforations on a jaali brick. With each
pixel having a solid state and a void state, it
creates a generative possibility of designing
more than 10000 variations. This can give
the brickmaker some agency in designing
the bricks and the tools necessary to create
the variations in jaali perforations being
informed by the brick.

The reimagined ecology
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Retooling
The project also suggests retooling of
existing mechanisms to reduce the physical
labor while keeping the costs low. The
retooling of the CIVA-RAM to accommodate
the mold for the newly formed jaali brick
patterns encourages a sustainable and
economic practice in the production of
the bricks. It also gives a certain amount
of autonomy and agency to the worker to
scale the means of production if needed.
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Making

Bricks

I wanted to further engage with the brick
by physically crafting jali bricks through
the use of hand tools that are rudimentary
to construction.
To make a series of bricks by hand, I
started with a handsaw, chunks of scrap
wood and adhesive to make the mold. I
wanted to craft the jaali bricks informed
by the same pixel logic but without the use
of power tools. In this process, I wanted to
limit my access to machinery to embody
the ethical relationship between material,
tools and the body that are appropriate to
this region.

The reimagined ecology
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